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we aren't key workers but …


we have a tremendous responsibility as HCI  
researchers:  
 
we have informed the design of the digital systems 
that are currently keeping society running through  
this crisis - and shape its outcome both directly  
and indirectly .


covid-19 data, workflow, and model sharing 
vaccine design and discovery 
large scale supply chain and logistics management systems  
systems for coordination and response  
hospital information systems & healthcare automation systems 
large-scale knowledge and information dissemination systems  
remote work tools that keep society going


In a sense, when these systems fail or there are gaps, 
it is our isn't it responsibility to help identify fixes? 


"HCI is the informed, creative spirit of computer systems  
design research  …to bridge an understanding of the 
human condition with that of the technical means of  
changing that condition"



how is this allowed to be?

Cerner Millennium Chosen for NHS Nightingale Hospitals


Cerner Millennium: A Day in the Life 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-SPZUTfA1I

http://www.apple.com/uk


Longer term: 

CSCW Working remotely


Information exposure effects, 
   sensitivity & behaviour


Ethical Data Architectures


Dark spots


Shorter term:  

Lockdown Exit Strategy ?

but how?







collaborative document editing
(decentralised) version control



poor accessibility/
understandability


bad psychoacoustics 
exhaustion, yelling


degradation with network 
traffic


low-latency, full-duplex  
interactions, speak over


body language

use of ML "deep fake"/synthesis 


for low-bandwidth accessible/readable 
communications

https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/improving-audio-quality-in-duo-with.html

low level 
human factors of remote work tools



https://www.technologyreview.com/
2020/04/02/998440/lockdown-was-supposed-to-
be-an-introverts-paradise-its-not/

social mixing/mingling


situated awareness


interruptibility


invisible work


semi-synchronous collaboration

higher-level 
human factors of remote work tools



https://www.magicleap.com/en-us/news/product-updates/accelerating-remote-work-introducing-the-new-magic-leap-collaboration

https://www.magicleap.com/en-us/news/product-updates/accelerating-remote-work-introducing-the-new-magic-leap-collaboration


use of ML "deep fake"/synthesis 


for low-bandwidth accessible/readable 
communications

https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/04/improving-audio-quality-in-duo-with.html



groupware 
has gotten worse, not better -


  
have we forgotten that this is software for professional  
knowledge workers?

via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iC3MtOSQQgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iC3MtOSQQgs


information  
exposure 

 
sensitivity, emotional effects  

and human behaviour 
and the need for ethical architectures



https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/
coronavirus-new-york-nurse-breaks-down-cries-dead-covid19-
patients-a9460301.html

loss and pain



fear



fear



hopelessness + despair 



Q: Do people need to suffer during devastating and tragic crises?

after all, pain and fear can be powerful motivational forces

But people don't all suffer (or recover) equally…

some can experience long-term harms - and beyond a certain threshold,  
even those who are most resilient can be led to despair and hopelessness

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Differential_susceptibility_hypothesishttps://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15213269.2019.1608257



beyond `healthy' individuals, those suffering from  
mental illness or sensitivities:


PTSD


hypochondria


anxieties


phobias


as well as other factors stemming from 
neurodiversity


can influence how much people 
are affected by information they're 
exposed to -  
 
yet everyone accesses the same social media even worse, platform newsfeed 

algorithms have been designed to  
exploit users' vulnerabilities for profit



metaphor: radiation dosimeter 
how much death and pain have you

seen today, and how has this affected you?


how much body shaming? anti-semitism?

what might a different world look like?

build a personal susceptibility profile 
through diagnostic tests & exposure  
to content clinical intervention : 

work with a therapist to 
devise an exposure 
intervention plan

* Cute icons by Eucalyp: https://creativemarket.com/eucalyp

selection of 
content curated 

to based on 
exposure goals

transparency & 
control :  
ability to change /  
set / override

personal social media

search engine/recommender


categories incoming content 
along sensitivity ratings  
(content analysis)


finds suitable content

or filters content measuring

exposure and emotional

responses

feedback:  
media response

a little design fiction based on work with  
DPhil researcher Claudine Tinsman

https://creativemarket.com/eucalyp
https://creativemarket.com/eucalyp


ethics of data architectures


bad actors are benefitting massively  
from the lockdown during a global crisis

app and platforms designers exploiting those who are  
being forced into using new tools for work (e.g. slack, zoom),  
socially pressured by friends (e.g. houseparty)


the digital ad delivery and auction business seeing  
huge torrents of new data from smart home IoT devices  
and apps


to less ethical app, game, and content designers creating 
shell adware, DLC-ware, clickbait


and cybercriminals looking to exploit the vulnerable 
at a time when people are particularly susceptible

some of these systems hold 
no pretences about not caring 
about user privacy  
(slack, houseparty) 
 
others provide lipservice and 
use deceptive tactics (zoom)



how can we help right now? 
we created a huge table of remote work tools — and their privacy guarantees 
bit.ly/oxhcc-remote-work-privacy  - please see and contribute :)

easier-to-digest 
summary of key  

findings in progress!



Short term:  
Lockdown Exit Strategies

References: 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2020/04/11/when-coronavirus-lockdown-end-exit-strategy-uk/ 
https://www.ft.com/content/d48f0438-7b1b-11ea-af44-daa3def9ae03

There are several possibilities of lockdown exit strategies 
and they're rapidly converging on the use of digital tools 
in new unprecedented ways:


Immunity Passports/Certificates - based on self-testing and held in digital form


Contact Tracing - relies on a majority (60%+ of the population) participating by 
downloading a national contact tracing app that will help notify others who have  
been proximate to someone later found to be infected 
 
huge privacy implications of a poor implementation 
potential concerns even with a proper implementation 
what about the digital divide?  
 
quality of data 
self-report vs lab test basis 

Additional unknowns : 
Lots of unknown factors for epidemiologists  
 
Once a person has recovered how long will immunity last 
Viral load re-exposure? 
Risk calculation - how much of a risk is it for a given 
individual based on their physiological  
characteristics? 
Testing strategy - how will they roll these out?



please stay in touch & 
take care of each other!


Max Van Kleek 
max.van.kleek@cs.ox.ac.uk 
twitter: @emax 

DP3T is looking for HCI expertise

github.com/DP-3T/documents

*icons from Freepik

Human Centred Computing blog:

https://hcc.cs.ox.ac.uk


